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1. Prior to fitting of any cylinder, loosen off any backplate or escutcheon screws to allow for movement to align with cylinder fitting.

2. Position and align cylinder correctly with the aperture in the door. Then using care, insert cylinder through cut out in backplate or escutcheon into the door aperture, whilst aligning the cam in the 6 O’clock position until cylinder cam lines up in the centre of the lock mechanism.
Should any resistance be experienced, gently remove cylinder and loosen off backplate or escutcheon screws and re-check alignment before re-inserting cylinder.
DO NOT APPLY FORCE TO THE CYLINDER BODY OR KEY BOW AT ANY STAGE DURING INSTALLATION

3. Once cylinder is in position, secure it using the retainer screw until head of screw sits flush with lock forend
DO NOT USE POWERED SCREWDRIVERS OR DRILLS TO TIGHTEN RETAINER SCREW – HAND TIGHTEN WITH CARE ONLY
4. Once retainer screw is fully tightened and with the door in the open position, operate cylinder from either side of door using the key or thumb turn to ensure smooth operation of the lock mechanism deadbolt and or latchbolt. 

Should any resistance be felt, reverse fitting process through stages 3 and 2, taking care.

5. Providing lock mechanism operation is smooth and free of obstruction, allow door to close and check alignment of lock latch and deadbolt with striking plate which is fitted to the door frame. The lock latchbolt and deadbolt should pass clearly through strikeplate apertures and into the door frame recess.

Should any resistance be felt, withdraw lock deadbolt and open door before re-checking alignment of striking plate (also check door is correctly aligned and has not dropped at any stage).

NOTE: Never use additional tools to create additional torque to rotate the key once in the cylinder.

Always obtain official Vier keys that are cut from code.
Please do not use 3rd party copy keys or traced keys
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Remove / loosen door 
hardware to allow cylinder 
to fit into the door / lock

Rotate key to align cam 
with cylinder body to allow 
installation

Insert the cylinder into the door. NEVER force 
cylinder into place. Excessive force will damage 
the product & invalidate the warranty.
Note: Max. projection from hardware = 3mm

Lock installation must be horizontal 
with the door and the cylinder must 
be at 90° to the door

Once the cylinder is in place, re-install / tighten 
door hardware and fit retaining screw. NEVER 
use power tools to install retaining screw

With door open, operate cylinder from both 
sides to ensure smooth operation. NEVER use 
the key as a handle to open or close the door

Repeat process with door closed 
ensuring deadbolt engages correctly 
with the keep. Adjust if necessary.


